Mendelian genes have become molecular genes, with increasing puzzlement about locating them, due to increasing complexity in genomic webworks. Genome science finds modular and conserved units of inheritance, identified as homologous genes. Such genes are cybernetic, transmitting information over generations; this too requires multi-leveled analysis, from DNA transcription to development and reproduction of the whole organism. Genes are conserved; genes are also dynamic and creative in evolutionary speciation-most remarkably producing humans capable of wondering about what genes are.
What is a gene? Answers have been changing. By some accounts we now understand genes better than ever (as we do atoms); by other accounts this understanding no longer finds the term useful (like vitalism). Over a decade ago, Petter Portin concluded:
In a certain sense, now that genes can be isolated and analyzed biochemically in great detail by sophisticated methods, our understanding of the gene has become very concrete. At the same time, paradoxically, the concept of the gene seems to have become more general, open, and abstract. The very term gene seems to mean different things in different contexts. 1
Scientists discover laws and regularities in nature; they also uncover the entities involved, such as kinds of atoms and their kinds of bonding. As science progresses, scientists get clearer about what they are studying. That gave us a new physics in the first half of the last century, when Einstein followed Newton. Spectacularly in the last half century, that has also been going on in genetics: figuring out the genetic code, sequencing the human genome, and tracking genes and their transformations.
Concepts are dynamic because scientists find out what was previously unknown. Older concepts will be used in new ways that align with the advances in the field; atoms are not uncuttable entities, but composed of electrons, protons, and neutrons. They can be split and relativity theory illuminates the distribution of matter and energy in their splitting. Darwin transformed the concept of fixed species into evolving species. Older concepts may also be entirely abandoned: phlogiston and entelechy. Does ''gene'' any longer, in Plato's famous phrase, ''carve nature at the joints''?
What is a gene? The answers considered here follow three stages, becoming ever more problematic, challenging, and revealing: (1) the Mendelian gene; (2) the molecular gene, with increasing puzzles about its specification; (3) the cybernetic gene, a multi-dimensional concept, at once pivotal and elusive. Throughout, I am a philosopher looking over the shoulders of geneticists, wondering how far a gene is objective in nature (like molecules), what kind of objectivity this is (molecular product storing information, emergent inheritance inviting metaphysical reflection). Or if ''gene'' is no longer as useful as before in scientific accounts, what in genetic accounts of evolutionary speciation and creativity does demand philosophical reflection?
Ultimately, there is a larger agenda: the nature of our human kind. Genes figure increasingly into our self-understanding, but mixedly. We do want heritage, roots-genetics in, with, and under us-but we do not want to be genetically determined, if we have too many ''genes for'' our traits. ''Now we know, in large measure, our fate is in our genes.'' That comes with great authority from one of the discoverers of the genetic code, Nobel laureate James Watson, first director of the Human Genome Project. 2 But many geneticists demur: J. Craig Venter and over 200 co-authors, completing the Celera Genomics sequencing, caution that genetic ''determinism, the idea that all characteristics of the person are 'hard-wired' by the genome'' and accompanying ''reductionism are two fallacies to be avoided.'' 3 Do not take a half-truth for the whole.
Genes also connect humans with animals, which is the reductionism issue in another form. Humans and chimpanzees have 98% the same genes (or 95%, the figures differ)-more precisely the same genes for forming proteins. We share 80% with rodents and 60% with chickens. 4 Genes for cytochrome c molecules are over a billion years old and widespread in organisms, from yeast to humans. 5 Obviously persons are not mice or chickens. But does revising the facts about shared genes revise our worldviews, make us more animal than we thought, and figure humans differently into natural history?
